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Born on October 9, 1924, in Trapani, Italy, Carla 
Accardi trained as a painter at the Accademia 
di belle arti, Florence, before moving to Rome in 
1946. Accardi quickly became part of the inner 
circle of the Art Club and was a frequent visitor to 
Pietro Consagra’s studio. There she met the artists 
with whom she would establish the infuential 
postwar group Forma 1 (Form 1, 1947–51): 
Consagra, Piero Dorazio, Mino Guerrini, Achille 
Perilli, Antonio Sanflippo (whom she would marry), 
and Giulio Turcato. The group’s manifesto, which 
Accardi signed in 1947, called for reconciling 
Marxist politics with abstract art. The group’s first 
exhibition occurred in Rome in 1947, and Accardi’s
first solo show soon followed, in 1950 at the 
Galleria Age d’or, Rome. Her early paintings 
consisted of interlocking geometric forms.

In the 1950s, Accardi was involved in the wide-
reaching attempts to revolutionize abstraction 
through the hybridization of geometric abstraction 
and gestural painting, both in Italy, where she 
appeared in Arte astratta e concreta in Italia—1951 
(Abstract and concrete art in Italy—1951) at the 
Galleria nazionale d’arte moderna, Rome, and 
in France, where art critic Michel Tapié took an 
interest in her work. (Tapié would later write the 
introduction to the catalogue accompanying 
Accardi’s 1959 solo exhibition at the Galleria 
Notizie in Turin). After forswearing painting from 
1952 to 1953, Accardi began to introduce pseudo 

(Trapani, 1924 - Rome 2014)

calligraphic signs into abstract images, as in 
Labirinto a settori (Labyrinths and felds, 1957), 
while reducing her palette to white-on-black 
compositions to explore the relationship between 
fgure and ground. 

In 1961 Accardi reintegrated color and began 
painting on sicofoil, a transparent plastic, instead 
of canvas. She showcased these new strategies at 
the 1964 Venice Biennale. By the mid-1960s, she 
was using these new materials sculpturally. Tenda 
(Tent, 1965) and Triplice Tenda (Triple tent, 1969) 
feature sheets of plastic assembled into a tent 
and covered with brightly colored brush stroke 
patterns. This phase of Accardi’s oeuvre, which 
was celebrated in the Ambiente/ Arte section of 
the 1976 Venice Biennale, would prove infuential 
for Arte Povera. In the 1980s she returned to 
canvas and shifted her focus to the use of signs 
and chromatic juxtapositions. 

Accardi’s frst U.S. solo exhibition, Triplice Tenda 
(Triple Tent), was held at P.S.1 Contemporary 
Art Center (now MoMA PS1), New York (2001), 
and the Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris 
presented a new retrospective in 2002. Accardi 
was named Accademico di Brera in Milan in 1996 
and received the Cavaliere di Gran Croce the 
following year. Accardi died on February 23, 2014, 
in Rome.     
  

CARLA ACCARDI
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CARLA ACCARDI

Trapani 1924 - Rome 2014

Verderosso, 1963-1970

casein tempera on canvas
45,66 x 35,03 inch - 116 x 89  cm
front: signed at the bottom right: Accardi
reverse: signed and inscribed: Accardi / 535

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Accardi Sanfilippo, Rome, on
photograph, dated 16/12/2021, no. A/58/2021, archive no. 535.
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PROVENANCE
Private collection, Florence.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Pittura aniconica 1968 - 2007”, edited by Claudio Cerritelli, Edizioni
Mazzotta, Milan, 2008, p. 20.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2017”, exhibition
catalogue, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2016, p. 13.
“Italy at Frieze. Unique Forms of Continuity in Space. A Celebration of
Italian Contemporary Art", exhibition catalogue edited by Flavia Frigeri
and Carolina Latour, Embassy of Italy in London, London, 2019, pp. 8
-9.
“Carla Accardi - Dadamaino. Between sign and transparency”,
exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni Art, Paris, Forma Edizioni, Florence,
2021, pp. 64-65.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2022”, exhibition
catalogue Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2021, p. 19.

EXHIBITIONS
“Pittura aniconica 1968 - 2007”, Sala del Mantegna, Mantua, 2008.
“La Dolce Vita. Le avanguardie nella Roma del dopoguerra”,
Tornabuoni Art, Paris, October 2017 - January 2018.
“Italy at Frieze. Unique Forms of Continuity in Space. A Celebration of
Italian Contemporary Art", Embassy of Italy in London, London,
October 2019.
“Carla Accardi - Dadamaino. Between sign and transparency”,
Tornabuoni Art, Paris, May - September 2021.
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Carla Accardi - Dadamaino. Between sign and transparency
May 2021 - September 2021
Tornabuoni Art Paris



Pablo Atchugarry was born in Montevideo, 
in Uruguay, in 1954. Through his father, a 
constructivist painter and disciple of Joaquin 
Torrès Garcia, he was immersed in art from a very 
young age and encouraged to pursue an artistic 
career. 

After experimenting with a wide range of different 
materials, Atchugarry discovered the extraordinary 
elegance of marble in 1979, year in which he 
carved his first sculpture, named La Lumière. 
Having found his preferred medium, the sculptor 
embarked on an international career, seeing his 
work exhibited in a variety of European cities, 
including Milan, Copenhagen, Paris, Chur and 
Stockholm, and imbibing himself of the cultures 
discovered in his travels, drawing inspiration from 
Greek, Italian and Gothic art.

He settled permanently in Lecco in Nor- thern Italy 
in 1982, where he worked on his numerous public 
commissions both in Italy and abroad. Almost 20 
years later, the city of Lecco inaugurated a mu- 
seum in honour of Atchugarry’s achieve- ments, 
displaying works and documents spanning the 
artist’s entire career.

Atchugarry has produced public commis- sions 
for various cities and institutions around the world, 
such as the Uruguayan government sculpture 
park, the city of Monaco, the Bellinson Centre in 

(Born in Montevideo, 1954)

Petah Tikva, Israel and the Fontana Collection 
in Italy. Retrospectives of the artist’s work were 
organised in the Palazzo Isimbardi in Milan, in the 
Groeningemuseum in Bruges and in a travelling 
exhibition in Brazil, accompanied by a critical text 
by Peggy Guggenheim Foundation Associate 
Curator Luca Massimo Barbero.

In 2002, Atchugarry was awarded the Michelangelo 
Prize by the city of Carrara in recognition of his 
artistic career, and the next year he took part in 
the 50th Venice Biennale. There, he produced a 
sculpture with eight pieces in two different types 
of marble, entitled Soñando la paz, which was 
given pride of place in the Uruguayan Pavilion.

Having always displayed a keen interest in 
promoting and diffusing the arts in his own 
country, Atchugarry opened the Fundación Pablo 
Atchugarry in 2007 in Manantiales, Uruguay. 
The centre is conceived as a meeting place for 
artists, both established and emerging, and for the 
general public, to exchange and dialogue on art. 
The sculpture park in the grounds surrounding 
the campus contains many of the artist’s own 
creations, as well as works by various international 
artists. With over eighty solo and group exhibitions 
around the world, Atchugarry now lives and works 
between Lecco, Italy, and Manantiales, Uruguay.

PABLO ATCHUGARRY
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PABLO ATCHUGARRY

Montevideo 1954

Untitled, 1995

carrara marble
82,08 x 13,97 x 11,02 inch - 208,5 x 35,5 x 28 cm

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Atchugarry, dated June 8, 2022.
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PROVENANCE
From the artist’s studio.
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Alberto Biasi was enrolled in the Department of 
Architecture at the University of Venice as well as 
in a top-level industrial design course when his 
discovered his passion for art. Upon the comple-
tion of his studies, in 1959, he formed the Gruppo 
Enne-A. 

In 1960, he exhibited together with Enrico Castel-
lani, Piero Manzoni, Agostino Bonalumi and other 
European artists at the Galleria Azimut in Milan. 
Following these first experiences, in close collabo-
ration with Manfredo Massironi, he formed Grup-
po N and joined the movement Nuove tendenze. 
In 1962, he exhibited with Bruno Munari, Enzo 
Mari and Milan’s Gruppo T in the first Program-
med Art exhibition at the Negozio Olivetti in Milan. 
In 1965, he was invited by the MoMA in New York 
to the historic exhibition The Responsive Eye. After 
the dissolution of Gruppo N in 1967, Biasi began 
a more personal research that distanced his art - 
at least in part - from matters of psychology and 
perception. Instead, he turned to a more in-depth 
exploration of themes such as form and changing 
spaces.

In this period, Biasi created Trame, where the 
modularity has optical-kinetic implications in the 
relationship between light and a person’s gaze. 
Soon after came Rilievi ottico-dinamici, overlap-
ping lamellar structures in contrasting colors that 
spark special visual effects. Later in the 1960s, he 

ALBERTO BIASI
(Born in Padua, 1937)

produced the Torsioni series – featuring the use 
of mostly bicolor lamelle to generate optical dy-
namism through different observer viewpoints 
– and his Ambienti pieces. He also realized Light 
prisms, which he transferred to environmental di-
mensions in 1969.

In the 1970s, he began elaborating Politipi, a cycle 
characterized by the layering and interweaving of 
fine strips and alluding to the third dimension. In 
the late 1990s, Biasi did Assemblaggi, combina-
tions of different, possibly monochrome surfaces 
– also in diptych and triptych arrangements – 
where the tridimensional effect takes on greater 
force. In the last decade, this latter feature has 
emerged in the form of several vertical sculptures 
made from steel. 

In the span of his sixty-year career, Alberto Biasi 
has participated in many international exhibitions 
including the Biennale of Venice, the Quadriennale 
of Rome, and the Biennale of São Paulo. He has 
exhibited in various graphic design Biennales, ear-
ning important recognitions. He has held nume-
rous solo exhibitions in private and public spaces  
His works are part of prestigious public collections 
and museums in Italy and abroad, including the 
MoMA in New York, the Galleria Nazionale d’Arte 
Moderna in Rome and the Hermitage Museum in 
Saint Petersburg.
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ALBERTO BIASI

Padua 1937

Dinamica solare, 1990

pvc strips and acrylic on panel
59,05 x 33,85 inch - 150 x 86  cm
reverse: signed, dated and titled: Alberto Biasi / 1990 / “Dinamica
solare”; stamp: T/442

certificate of authenticity on photograph by Archivio Alberto Biasi, reg.
no. T 442.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Alberto Biasi”, exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2022,
p. 74.

EXHIBITIONS
“Alberto Biasi”, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, May - August 2022.
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ALBERTO BIASI

Padua 1937

Quell’azzurro che si perde nel blu, 2009

pvc strips and acrylic on panel
66,92 x 66,92 inch - 170 x 170  cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated: Alberto Biasi 2009 “Quell’azzurro che
si perde nel blu”; label: Alberto Biasi reg. n ° T 735

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Alberto Biasi on photograph , reg.
n° T 735, 11/11/2019.
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PROVENANCE
Private collection, Florence

BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Alberto Biasi”, exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2022,
p. 92.

EXHIBITIONS
“Alberto Biasi : Dynamic Perceptions”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, January -
March 2022.
“Alberto Biasi”, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, May - August 2022.
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Alberto Biasi
January 2022 - March 2022

Tornabuoni Art Paris



Alighiero Boetti – or Alighiero e Boetti, as he 
liked to sign from 1971 onwards – was born on 
December 16th 1940 in Turin, Italy, to Corrado 
Boetti, a lawyer, and Adelina Marchisio, a violinist. 
After abandoning his studies at the University of 
Turin’s business school, he approached art as an 
autodidact. His first solo exhibition was in 1967, 
at the Christian Stein gallery in Turin, in a context 
marked by the recent birth of Arte Povera. After 
that, he participated to all the collective exhibitions 
of the group, as well as the ones on Conceptual 
Art, such as When attitudes become form, at the 
Kunsthalle Basel in 1969. In 1972, after the birth of 
his second child, he moved to Rome. 

His passion for Africa, the Middle East, and for 
Afghanistan in specific, started in the early 1970s, 
with a few trips that turned into long stays. In 1971, 
the artist and his wife opened the “One Hotel” in 
Kaboul. It is during this time that he began his work 
on the Mappe (World maps), a series of coloured 
tapestries inspired by the world’s geopolitical 
crises of the time. The realization of the works was 
indeed entrusted to Afghan female embroiderers, 
and the colours and shapes of the fags change 
according to the world’s geopolitical context at 
the time of their realization (1971-1994). Kaboul 
also inspired another famous series, entitled Frasi 
messe al quadrato (squared sentences). After 
the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan (December 
1979 – February 1980), the continuation of the 

ALIGHIERO BOETTI
(Turin, 1937 - Rome, 1994)

production of tapestries became too precarious, 
and Boetti was forced to work with Afghan refugees 
in Peshawar, Pakistan. A great traveler, Boetti has 
lived in a number of countries, including Ethiopia, 
Guatemala, Japan. His voyages and sojourns 
inspired him in the creation of the Lavori postali 
(Postal works) with local stamps. Reminiscent 
of the passing of time, these pieces were based 
on the mathematical mutation of stamps, and on 
the unpredictable adventure of the world’s postal 
services.

Boetti died in Rome in 1994, after being 
diagnosed with a cancer the previous year. His 
work and attitude have strongly influenced the 
next generation of artists, both in Italy and in 
the rest of the world. In 2017 Tornabuoni Art 
Paris organized the largest-ever retrospective of 
the work of Alighiero Boetti shown in a private 
gallery, followed by MAXIMUM/MINIMUM, a major 
exhibition curated by Luca Massimo Barbero at the 
Fondazione Cini, during the 57th Venice Biennale.
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ALIGHIERO BOETTI

Turin 1940 - Rome 1994

Senza titolo (Piscine), 1980

mixed media on paper laid on canvas
62,99 x 88,58 inch - 160 x 225  cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated: alighiero e boetti 1980 / “Piscine
Roma”.

certificate of authenticity by Alighiero Boetti, on photograph.
Certificate of authenticity by Archivio Alighiero Boetti, Rome, on
photograph, no. 1057.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Accanto al Pantheon”, edited by Alighiero Boetti and Randi Malkin, Prearo Editore, Milan, 1991.
“Alighieroeboetti”, exhibition catalogue edited by B. Corà, Federico Motta Editore, Milan, 2005, pp. 180
-181.
“Alighiero Boetti”, curated by Annemarie Sauzeau, Tornabuoni Art, Paris - Federico Motta Editore,
Milan, 2010, pp. 154-155.
“Percorsi dello sguardo. Arte del ‘900”, exhibition catalogue edited by Nicola Galvan, Grafiche Turato
Edizioni, Rubano, Padua, 2010, p. 93.
“Arte Internazionale del XX secolo”, exhibition catalogue, TAG The Art Gallery, Lugano, 2016, pp. 46
-47.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”, exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni
Art, London, 2019, p. 46.
“Painting is back. Anni Ottanta, la pittura in Italia”, edited by Luca Massimo Barbero, Edizioni Galleri
d’Italia, Skira, Milan, 2021, pp. 114-115, 356.

EXHIBITIONS
“Alighieroeboetti”, Palazzo Arnone, Cosenza, December 2005 - February 2006.
“Alighiero Boetti”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, March - June 2010.
“Percorsi dello sguardo. Arte del ‘900”, Centro Culturale Altinate/San Gaetano, Padua, October 2010 -
January 2011.
“Arte Internazionale del XX Secolo”, TAG The Art Gallery, Lugano, April - July 2016.
“Klein, Burri, Calder, Capogrossi e gli altri: arte contemporanea in Umbria fra vocazione, mecenatismo
pubblico e collezionismo privato”, Palazzo Baldeschi, Perugia, April - November 2019.
“Unforgettable Umbria. L’arte al centro fra vocazione e committenza”, Palazzo Baldeschi, Perugia, April
- November 2019.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”, Tornabuoni Art, London,
October 2019 - January 2020.
“Painting is back. Anni Ottanta, la pittura in Italia”, Gallerie d’Italia, Milan, June- October 2021.



Painting is back. Anni Ottanta, la pittura in Italia 
June 2021 - October 2021
Gallerie d’Italia, Milan
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ALIGHIERO BOETTI

Turin 1940 - Rome 1994

Copertine (Anno 1984), 1984

pencil on paper laid on canvas
12 pieces, each 100x150 cm39,37 x 59,05 inch - 100cad x 150cad  cm

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Alighiero Boetti, Rome, on
photograph, no. 711.
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PROVENANCE
Galleria Alessandra Bonomo, Rome.
Dakis Joannou Collection, Athens.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Alighiero e Boetti: Insicuro Noncurante”, Le Nouveau Musée, Villeurbanne, 1986, p. 77.
“Et tous ils changent le monde: Deuxième Biennale d’Art Contemporain”, with essays by Marc Dachy,
Thierry Raspail, Thierry Prat, Réunion des Musées Nationaux, Paris, 1993, p. 174.
“Everything that’s interesting is new: The Dakis Joannou Collection”, edited byJeffrey Deitch, Hatje
Cantz Verlag, Berlin - Stuttgart, 1995, pp. 66-67.
“Arte Povera”, edited by Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, London, 1999, p. 88. (detail shown)
“Alighiero Boetti. Catalogo generale”, edited by Jean-Christophe Ammann, Electa, Milan, 2009, Vol. I,
p. 50. (exhibition view)
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2016”, exhibition catalogue, Tornabuoni Arte,
Florence, 2015, pp. 42-43.
“Alighiero Boetti”, exhibition catalogue edited by Laura Cherubini, Forma Edizioni, Florence,
Tornabuoni Art, London, 2016, pp. 24-25.
“Alighiero Boetti. Minimum/Maximum”, edited by Luca Massimo Barbero, Forma Edizioni, 2017, pp. 222
-223.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”, exhibition catalogue Tornabuoni
Art, London, 2019, p. 68-69.

EXHIBITIONS
“Incontri Internazionali d’Arte”, Palazzo Taverna, Rome, 1985.
“Alighiero e Boetti: Insicuro Noncurante”, Nouveau Musée, Villeurbanne, 1986. (cat. p. 77)
“Et tous ils changent le monde: Deuxième Biennale d’Art Contemporain”, Halle Tony Garnier, Lyon,
1993. (cat. p. 174)
“Everything that’s interesting is new: The Dakis Joannou Collection”, Athens School of Fine Arts,
Athens; Museum of Modern Art, Copenhagen; Guggenheim Museum Soho, New York, 1995-96.
“Alighiero Boetti”, Tornabuoni Art, Paris, February - April 2017
“Alighiero Boetti. Minimum/Maximum”, Fondazione Cini, Venice, May - July 2017.
“Alighiero Boetti | Decoding His Universe: Works on Paper (1968-91)”, Tornabuoni Art, London,
October 2019 - January 2020.
“Panorama Monopoli”, Monopoli, September 2022.



Alighiero Boetti. Minimum/Maximum
May 2017 - July 2017
Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venice
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ALIGHIERO BOETTI

Turin 1940 - Rome 1994

Senza titolo, 1988

embroidery on cloth
46,06 x 44,68 inch - 117 x 113,5  cm

certificate of authenticity by the Alighiero Boetti Archive
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PROVENANCE
Cardi Gallery
Mitterand Gallery, Paris
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ALIGHIERO BOETTI

Turin 1940 - Rome 1994

Cinque x cinque venticinque, 1989

embroidery on cloth
8,66 x 9,25 inch - 22 x 23,5  cm
reverse: signed

certificate of authenticity on photograph by Archivio Alighiero Boetti,
Rome, #4897
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PROVENANCE
Private collection, Milan.
Private collection, Switzerland.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
"Boetti by Afghan People", edited by R.M. Steinberger, RAM, Santa
Monica, 2011, .
"Alighiero Boetti: Mettere all'arte il mondo",  exhibiton catalogue edited
by A.B. Oliva, Electa, Milan, 2009.
"Alighiero Boetti: 1965-1994",exhibition catalogue edited by J.C.
Amman, et al., Mazzota, Milan, 1997.

EXHIBITIONS
“Marie Hazard | Alighiero Boetti”, Rossiniére. Switzerland, December
2019 - January 2020.
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Enrico Castellani studied painting and sculpture 
at the Academy of Fine Arts of Brussels as well 
as architecture at the École Nationale Supérieure 
in Belgium. In 1957, he decided to return to Italy 
and settled in Milan where he came in contact 
with major figures of the Italian avant-garde: Lucio 
Fontana, Vincenzo Agnetto and above all Piero 
Manzoni with whom he became good friends.

He opened with Manzoni the galerie Azimut in 
1959 and they started to publish an eponymous 
magazine. They strongly protested against 
Informal Art and wanted to develop a new pictorial 
language. Castellani rejected mimetic art and 
believed that light, shadow and space had to be 
included in the painting without being actually 
represented with descriptive means. He created 
his first Superficie, now emblematic of his work, 
as an answer to his ideas. The works consist of 
monochrome paintings pushed and lifted with 
hidden nails behind the canvas.

Castellani still gives relief to plane surfaces and 
creates striking light and shadow games. Because 
of its great originality, the work of Castellani 
rapidly aroused interest and he came into contact 
with internationally renowned artists such as 
Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns who 
started to contribute to the magazine Azimut with 
illustrations.

ENRICO CASTELLANI
(Castelmassa, 1930 - Celleno, 2017)

In 1960, Castellani participated in the exhibition 
La nouvelle conception artistique at the Azimut 
gallery next to Yves Klein and German artists of 
the group ZERO.

Castellani has created various versions of his 
Superficie by changing the intensity and depth of 
the reliefs and by placing the nails in geometrical 
patterns or by placing them only on one side of 
the canvas. He has also tried using other materials 
such as aluminium. These pieces have been 
presented in exhibitions of major scale around 
the world: The Venice Biennal in 1964 and 1966, a 
group show at the MoMA in 1965 and documenta 
4 in Kassel in 1968.

He is now considered a major figure of Italian 
post-war art. He was part of the exhibition Identité 
italienne at the Centre Georges Pompidou in 1981 
and The Italian Metamorphosis at the Guggenheim 
in New York in 1994. The Prada Foundation in 
Milan also organized a great retrospective in 2001.

Castellani has works in many significant public 
collections such as the MoMA in New York and the 
National Gallery of Modern Art in Rome.
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ENRICO CASTELLANI

Castelmassa 1930 - Viterbo 2017

Superficie bianca, 2001

acrylic on shaped canvas
47,24 x 70,86 inch - 120 x 180  cm
reverse: signed, titled, inscribed and dated: Castellani / superficie
bianca / JA3272 / 2001; label: Barbara Mathes Gallery, New York.

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Castellani, Milan, on photograph,
n° 01-026.
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PROVENANCE
Franco Soffiantino collection.
Barbara Mathes Gallery, New York.
Galleria Carlina, Turin.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Enrico Castellani. Catalogo ragionato. Opere 1955-2005”, edited by
Renata Wirz with Federico Sardella, Skira editions, Milan, 2012, Vol. II,
p. 565, n° 923.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2016”, exhibition
catalogue Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, 2015, p. 72

EXHIBITIONS
“La visione del pensiero”, Borromini Arte Contemporanea, Ozzano
Monferrato, Alessandria, October - November 2002.
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Dadamaino, born Eduarda Emilia Maino, is an 
Italian artist. She first studied pharmacy and 
discovered her artistic vocation only later in life. In 
the 1950s, she became acquainted with a group 
of young artists, followers of Lucio Fontana, who 
represented the post-war Milanese avant-garde. 
These were those artists who elected the iconic 
Jamaica bar as their favorite hang-out: Piero 
Manzoni, Gianni Colombo, Enrico Castellani, 
Agostino Bonalumi. Dadamaino immediately 
joined the Azimuth group, founded by Manzoni 
and Castellani, and the Zero group, formed by 
Heinz Mack, Otto Piene and Günther Uecker.

She developed her own personal vision, inspired 
by a reversal of mass production, typical of the 
industrial age, and her work was soon exposed 
in the Netherlands, Belgium, England, Germany, 
France, Spain and Switzerland. Abroad, she gained 
more recognition than in Italy. With Getulio Alviani, 
Bruno Munari and Enzo Mari, she was one of the 
founders of the Nuova Tendenza (New Trend), and 
participated in numerous exhibitions around the 
world as part of that group. She started organizing 
her work around a visual alphabet of sixteen signs, 
which she called “mental alphabet”. Emblematic 
of her work is the Volume series, composed 
of large canvases with cut-out elliptical holes, 
and evocative of Fontana’s artworks, and which 
revealed her ability to express a sense of lightness.

DADAMAINO
(Milano, 1930 - Todi, 2005)

A feminist and social activist, she participated in 
protest movements that emerged in 1968, and 
supported the project of House of the Artists in 
Milan, by participating in manifestations in favor of 
the arts, alongside Luciano Fabro, Jole De Sanna 
and Hidetoshi Nagasawa. She was invited to 
exhibit her work at the Venice Biennial twice, first 
in 1980 with her cycle I fatti della vita (The Facts 
of Life), and in 1990 with Il movimento delle cose 
(The Movement of Things).

Dadamaino’s works are housed in many 
collections such as the Tate Modern in London, 
the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation in Venice 
and the Foundation of Concrete Art in Reutlingen, 
Germany. Dadamaino died in Milan in 2004.
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DADAMAINO

Milan 1930 - Milan 2004

Volume, 1959

water-based paint on canvas
27,55 x 19,68 inch - 70 x 50  cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated: Dadamaino - volume 1959.

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Generale Dadamaino, Milan, on
photograph n° 131/14.
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PROVENANCE
Private collection, Milan.

EXHIBITIONS
“Dadamaino”, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, May - July 2014.
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After brief studies in architecture, Piero Dorazio 
quickly turned to the visual arts, particularly 
painting.

Leaving figuration behind at the age of 20, he 
co-authored the Forma I manifesto in 1947 with 
Pietro Consagra, Achille Perilli, Carla Accardi and 
Giulio Turcato. Strongly inspired by Futurism and 
expressing leftist political views, the manifesto 
contrasted with the ideals of Socialist Realism, as 
illustrated by Renato Guttuso. It marked Dorazio’s 
full embrace of abstract art, and served as a 
guideline for the rest of his career.

In the 1950s, Dorazio began collaborating with 
several art journals, and writing as an art critic. He 
published The Fantasy of Art in Modern Life and 
worked as a lecturer and exhibition manager, until 
becoming the official critic for the Corriere della 
Sera newspaper in 1984.

Dorazio’s highly experimental approach to art took 
him from Cubism to Futurism, always with bright, 
contrasting colours. In 1951, Dorazio discovered 
the work of Giacomo Balla and helped resurrect 
the artist’s reputation by bringing his work to New 
York. Inspired by Balla’s work on Divisionism earlier 
in the century, Dorazio began creating meshes, 
overlapping chromatic structures reinventing both 
space and surface.

PIERO DORAZIO
(Rome, 1927 - Todi, 2005)

A great experimenter, he focuses his work on 
colour plots and interferences like the Reticoli of 
the 1960s. In 1960, Dorazio had a room dedicated 
to his work at the Venice Biennale where he took 
part again in 1966.

In this same period, he embarked on a series 
of formative journeys to France, where he met 
Braque, Arp, Léger and Le Corbusier, and to the 
United States, where he started frequenting the 
studios of major artists from the New York School, 
such as Hans Richter, Robert Motherwell, Willem 
De Kooning and Jackson Pollock.

The artis died in 2005. Today, many are housed 
in the collections of major European museums in 
Italy, France, Switzerland, England and the USA.
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PIERO DORAZIO

Rome 1927 - Todi 2005

Chiari vari, 1962

oil on canvas
17,71 x 19,68 inch - 45 x 50  cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated: Piero Dorazio / Chiari vari 1962.

certificate of authenticity  on photograph by Archivio Piero Dorazio,
Milan, n° 1962-000488-1A7B.
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PROVENANCE
G. Viganò Collection, Milan.
Private Collection, Florence.
Dani Collection, Genoa.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Giorgio Crisafi, Alfieri Edizioni d’Arte, Venice, 1977, no. 488.
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“Piero Dorazio”, Galleria dell’Ariete, Milan, March - April 1962.
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May 2021.
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Lucio Fontana spent the first years of his life 
between Rosario di Santa Fe and Milan, where 
his parents came from. He then settled in Europe 
in 1927. During the 1930s, he began his artistic 
career as a sculptor and created works essentially 
made of terracotta and ceramic. Fontana quickly 
took part in important exhibitions, such as the 
Milan Triennale, the Venice Biennale and the 
Rome Quadrennial. His works were also exhibited 
outside Italian borders: in 1937 the artist worked in 
Sèvres and presented his ceramics during a solo 
exhibition at the Jeanne Bucher-Myrbor gallery in 
Paris.

In 1940, he fled the war in Europe and returned to 
Argentina where, in 1946, he laid out the principles 
of his artistic practice with the very first Manifiesto 
Blanco, a statement of Neo-Futurist poetry. He 
wanted to create art in keeping with its time that 
would embrace science and technology, and 
uncover a new dimension in the flat surface: the 
space beyond the canvas. By slashing his paintings 
– one of the most primitive gestures in art history 
– Fontana liberated the artist from the confines of 
the flat canvas surface and set the principles of 
the movement he co-founded: Spatialism.

The works Fontana created subsequently are 
invariably entitled Concetto spaziale (or “Spatial 
concept”). Having returned to Milan in 1947, 
he delved further into his Spatialist research, 

LUCIO FONTANA
(Rosario Santa Fe, 1899 - Varese, 1968)

punching holes (buchi in Italian) into canvases, 
as an embodiment of space and a reminder of its 
infinite potential. In the following 1950s he created 
a series of works increasingly representative of 
informal thought: Fontana opens a path towards 
a search for infinity, space and spirituality with the 
series of the Stones, the Baroque and the chalks. 
In the early 1960s, Fontana fully embraced the 
monochrome, looking for purity and regularity 
in his work in order to overcome the chaos of 
Informal Art.

After the famous gallery owner Iris Clert dedicated 
two solo exhibitions to him in 1961 and in 1964, 
Fontana then became a prominent artistic figure: 
in 1966 he won the First Prize for painting at the 
33rd edition of the Biennale of Venice while the 
MoMA in New York held a retrospective of his 
work.

He died in 1968, but posthumous exhibitions 
continued to follow: the Center Georges Pompidou 
held a remarkable retrospective in 1987 and the 
artist’s work was also present at the exhibition The 
Italian Metamorphosis at the Guggenheim in New 
York in 1994. Fontana remains to this day of the 
most famous and sought after Italian artists in the 
world; his work can be found in all the collections 
of the greatest museums such as the Pompidou 
Center, the Tate in London, the MoMA in New York.
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LUCIO FONTANA

Rosario Santa Fè 1899 - Comabbio 1968

Concetto spaziale, Teatrino, 1965

water-based paint on canvas and lacquered wood
51,18 x 51,18 inch - 130 x 130  cm
reverse: signed and titled: l. Fontana “Concetto spaziale”.
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Private collection, Milan.
Private collection, Paris.
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“Lucio Fontana. Catalogue Raisonné des Peintures, sculptures et
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Lucio Fontana
Concetto spaziale, Teatrino, 1966
110 x 110 cm 
Centre Pompidou, Paris

SIMILAR WORKS IN 
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS



Le ciel comme Atelier
July 2020 - February 2021

Centre Pompidou - Metz

SIMILAR WORKS IN PUBLIC COLLECTIONS
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LUCIO FONTANA

Rosario Santa Fè 1899 - Comabbio 1968

Concetto spaziale, 1968

water-based paint and graffiti on canvas
36,61 x 28,74 inch - 93 x 73  cm
front: signed bottom right: I.Fontana
reverse: signed and titled: I.Fontana “Concetto spaziale”.
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PROVENANCE
Marlborough Galleria d’Arte, Rome.
Studio Bellini, Milan.
Private Collection, Milan.
Galleria Il Mappamondo, Milan.
Matteo Lampertico Arte Antica, Milan.
Austin Desmond Fine Art, London.
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Francesca Pasquali studied design at the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Bologna, where she graduated in 
2006. Her research stems from the observation 
of natural shapes whose structural texture the 
artists emulates, transforming plastic, industrial 
materials into complex and elaborate objects and 
installations. Her artistic approach spans in the 
direction of an engaging relationship between 
organic and inorganic, nature and culture, recycle 
of materials and their aesthetic redefinition. The 
relationship between nature and artifice lies at 
the heart of her work, which, together with her 
unwillingness to categorize objects, produces 
works that challenge the viewer’s perceptions 
– from hard to soft, from alien to familiar. The 
materials invite the viewer to touch and interact 
with the works, thinking again about the beauty 
to be found in the every-day elements. Another 
crucial aspect concerns the relations of her works 
with the environments and architectural spaces 
that often define the making of the works. 

Several cycles emerge in Pasquali’s work, 
recognisable by their titles that often refer to 
the materials used, like for the Straws series, 
where plastic straws are attached to wooden 
panels – or mirror-polished plexiglas – to create 
vibrating surfaces. With the Frappe cycle, Pasquali 
experiments with neoprene, assembling layers of 
the material into spirals which are then mounted 
onto wooden panels or metal nets. Works from 

FRANCESCA PASQUALI
(Born in Bologna, 1980)

the Setole series are made with plastic broom 
bristles assembled into wooden containers and 
arranged to form a soft and compact surface.
More recently, the artist has been experimenting 
with long plastic bristles, travelling between Milan, 
London and Paris. New technologies are an 
integral part of the artist’s practice, which includes 
sound, light and video installations like the recent 
Glasswall (2015), a kinetic and interactive work 
realised in collaboration with Mary Bauermeister 
for the Fluxus exhibition at C.U.BO. Centro Unipol in 
Bologna. In 2013 alongside curator Ilaria Bignotti, 
Francesca Pasquali founded the artistic and 
cultural movement “Resilienza italiana”, aiming to 
further the international debate around sculpture 
among the emerging generations of artists. 
Francesca Pasquali has an international grip that 
allowed her to show her work in exhibitions all over 
the world.

Francesca Pasquali has also been invited to 
participate in several major international art 
fairs Her works are housed in important private 
collections and several public institutions around 
Italy. In December 2015, the Francesca Pasquali 
Archive was founded with the help of Ilaria 
Bignotti as scientific coordinator, in order to 
archive, preserve and promote the artist’s works 
through different projects with public and private 
institutions, as well as to present her research 
through innovative systems of communication.
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FRANCESCA PASQUALI

Bologna 1980

Iceberg, 2019

plastic drinking straws on plexiglas, polished mirror and lacquered
metallic frame
47,24 x 47,24 x 9,84 inch - 120 x 120 x 25 cm
reverse: titled, signed, dated and inscribed: Iceberg / Francesca
Pasquali 2019 / FP 190005

certificate of authenticity by Francesca Pasquali Archive, on
photograph, no FP 190005.
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From artist’s studio.

EXHIBITIONS
“Francesca Pasquali”, Tornabuoni Art, London, March - April 2019.
“Dynamic Visions”, Tornabuoni Art, Londra, October - December 2020.
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Francesca Pasquali
July 2017 - September 2017

Tornabuoni Art Paris



Michelangelo Pistoletto was born in Biella in 1933. 
He first started working at his father’s studio, a 
painter and restorer, before attending the graphic 
design advertising school held by Armando 
Testa.     
After early experiments with figurative paintings 
on metallic surfaces, in 1960 he held his first solo 
show at Galleria Galatea in Turin. Between 1961 
and 1962, evolving previous concepts, he created 
his first Mirror Paintings, which would become 
his most celebrated works. These marked an 
fundamental milestone in his artistic career, and 
the theoretical path he wished to follow: the figures, 
portraits and objects from daily life painted on a 
mirror, reversing the Renaissance perspective in 
life-size mirrors, produce an interactive dialogue 
between the spectator and the artwork, making 
the viewer part of the artwork itself. 

In the late 60’s, Pistoletto joined the Arte Povera 
movement with his Venere degli Stracci, a work 
that juxtaposes classical statuary and rags, 
breaking down the hierarchy between art and 
common objects. With this work, as well as with 
others following the same conceptual lines, the 
artist attempted to reconciliate daily life and art, 
revealing their unity. 

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Pistoletto 
developed a large project of creative collaboration 
involving several cities in the U.S.A., and artists from 

(Born in Biella, 1933)

different origin and background, but also entailing 
a series of solo exhibitions and installations in the 
cities involved.  

In 1994, the artist created the Progetto Arte, an 
important and guiding basis of his artistic research: 
inspiring and producing responsible social change 
through the unification of creative and economic 
spheres that are part of human existence. As a 
continuum, he founded in 1996 the contemporary 
art centre Cittadellarte – Fondazione Pistoletto, a 
laboratory supporting creative projects uniting art 
and the economic-social sphere. 

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s works are today part of 
permanent collections of many major museums 
such as the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum 
and the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the 
National Gallery in Washington DC, the Tate Gallery 
in London and the Centre Georges Pompidou in 
Paris. 
 

MICHELANGELO PISTOLETTO
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Domenico “Mimmo” Rotella studied art at the 
Academy of fine arts in Naples. In 1945 he started 
working in Rome as a draughtsman and realising 
figurative and geometrical-abstract paintings. In 
1949 he began formulating “Epistaltic” (phonetic) 
Poems, which combine invented words, sounds 
and onomatopoeias. A scholarship from the 
Fulbright Foundation allowed him to visit the 
University of Kansas City in 1951. Back to Rome 
in 1953, he introduced décollage, a technique 
consisting in applying fragments of paper he tears 
from posters on the street to the canvas. After 
1958, he developed Cinecittà, a series of works 
created with movie posters, featuring famous 
actors such as Marylin Monroe.

In 1961 Rotella joins the Nouveau Réalisme, a 
group founded by Pierre Restany in 1960 that 
included, among others, Yves Klein, Pierre Arman 
and César. Three years later he moved to Paris, 
where he developed an interest for the use of 
mechanical processes in the making of images 
(Mec-Art). Beginning to project pictures onto an 
emulsified canvas, he thus inverted his previous 
way of working. He subsequently used typography 
and tangled images to conceive the Art-typo, 
a superposition of advertising images that 
reintegrated what he previously dismembered. In 
1967 Rotella and César shot some erotic videos, 
focusing on the myth of Leda and the Swan. The 
same year, Rotella moved to New York.

MIMMO ROTELLA
(Catanzaro, 1918 - Milan, 2006)

In the early 1970s, Rotella started travelling around 
the world and settled again in Paris. In 1973 he 
developed new techniques: frottage (taking a 
rubbing from an uneven surface to reproduce 
the shape of an object) and effaçage (deleting a 
topographical image with a solvent).

In 1980 he moved to Milan, where he elaborated 
the blank, advertising posters torn and covered 
with monochrome stripes. From 1986 on he 
created the Sovrapittura: the overlaying of acrylic 
paints on an intact or previously torn poster. In 
1987 he started applying this technique to zinc.

According to his wishes, the Mimmo Rotella 
Foundation was created in 2000, and aims to 
collect, catalogue and preserve all the documents 
related to his prolific artistic career. In 2005 he was 
awarded a gold medal for his career at the XIV 
Rome Quadriennale. The same year, in Catanzaro, 
the House of Memory was inaugurated, a 
museum hosting a selection of Rotella’s works 
and a library devoted to both his production and 
to contemporary visual arts. Rotella died in 2006.

Since the 1950s Rotella’s works have been 
exhibited in solo and collective shows, in 
prestigious museums and galleries worldwide. 
These include the MoMA (1961 and 1991), the 
Guggenheim (1994) in New York, and the Centre 
Pompidou in Paris (1991).
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MIMMO ROTELLA

Catanzaro 1918 - Milan 2006

Sorriso P, 1963

décollage on canvas
24,01 x 19,68 inch - 61 x 50  cm
front: signed at the bottom centre: Rotella
reverse: signed, titled, and dated: Rotella / Sourir P (Sorriso P) / 1963;
stamp: the Galerie Craven, Paris. Label and stamp: the Galerie
Reckermann, Köln

certificate of authenticity by Mimmo Rotella, on photograph.
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G.Rovetta collection, Brescia.
Galerie Craven, Paris.
Galerie Reckermann, Köln.
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After the Second World War, Schifano moved with 
his family from his native Libya to Rome, where 
he soon started restoring ceramics, a practice he 
learned from his archaeologist father. His talent 
was first recognised in the exhibition organised 
in 1960 by Pierre Restany at the gallery La Salita 
in Rome, also featuring Franco Angeli, Tano 
Festa, Francesco Lo Savio and Giuseppe Uncini. 
Schifano’s art was initially expressed through 
monochrome canvases, screens of sort that he 
later filled with stripes of wrapping paper and 
stencils, and representations of numbers, letters, 
signals and famous brand logos.

In 1962 he travelled to the USA, where he met 
artists such as Andy Warhol and Mark Rothko, 
and took part in the exhibition New Realists at the 
Sidney Janis Gallery’s in New York. In 1963, his 
production began to be presented in solo shows 
and earned him several prizes. The same year 
marked a rupture with his previous production, 
since he started referring to Italian Renaissance 
masterpieces – a process pioneered by Tano 
Festa and Mario Ceroli. In 1964 he exhibited for the 
fist time at the Venice Biennale and produced his 
first (and often silent) short videos. Between 1966 
and 1967, he realised important series such as 
Ossigeno ossigeno, Tuttestelle, Oasi and Compagni. 
The latter, in particular, stated his political 
involvement, which later caused the ideological 
and identity crisis that particularly affected his 

MARIO SCHIFANO
(Horms, 1934 - Rome, 1998)

artistic career. In 1970 his attraction to TV culture 
lead him to create the series Paesaggi TV, where 
he transferred onto the canvas television images 
using the technique of photographic emulsion. For 
this he prefered the shine and quick drying time 
of industrial paint. In 1973 he took part in the X 
Quadriennial of Rome. An existential crisis the 
following year lead him to isolation in his studio, 
where he re-interpreted the works of famous 
artists such as René Magritte, Giorgio De Chirico 
and Paul Cézanne, and also revisited his works of 
the 1960s. Schifano’s return to the Venice Biennale 
in 1978, 1982 and 1984, showed new creativity.

In 1990 he started using new digital technologies, 
producing images which mixed the unconscious 
dimension and the reality as filtered by TV, while 
referring to contemporary issues like war and 
environmental disasters. From the mid-1990s 
onwards Schifano developed an interest in science 
and technology, and the rise of the Internet led him 
to explore all the possibilities given by the web, 
thus enlarging the fields of visual arts.

His work has been exhibited in solo and collective 
shows both in Italy and abroad, such as Identité 
italienne. L’art en ltalie depuis 1959 at the Centre 
Georges Pompidou in Paris (1981), Italian art of 
XX century at the Royal Academy of Art in London 
(1989), and The Italian metamorphosis 1943-1968 
at the Guggenheim in New York (1994). 
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MARIO SCHIFANO

Homs 1934 - Rome 1998

Senza titolo, 1970-75

enamel and spray on canvas
85,43 x 85,43 inch - 217 x 217  cm
front: signed on top right: Schifano

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Generale dell’Opera di Mario
Schifano, Rome, directed by Monica Schifano, n° 03703180428, dated
30/04/2018.
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